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Abstract: When we talk about world peace and issues that are to be addressed then we are talking about all the big and small 
issues which are directly or even indirectly related to human rights, health, international law, justice, migration, oceans and 
seas, peace and security, population, refugees, water, gender equality, democracy, climate change, e.t.c. The Purpose of the study 
is that we have to understand the cause of armed conflicts. We have to develop the ways to prevent the war like situations, 
genocide, terrorism, e.t.c. Furthermore, we have to develop some systems and societies which can take care of all these. We have 
to educate ourselves and others to increase the awareness of mutual survival. We have to work on the elimination of all 
biological, chemical, and nuclear weapons in the world. Furthermore, we have to promote democracy with education because 
democracy without education is dangerous. The adverse effect of this can be remembered by how the dictatorship of Hitler came 
to an end in Germany. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The idea of world peace is not new. The human being on this earth has seen so much violence in their pasts. I think today’ world is 
one of the peaceful worlds that has least number of tensions on international level. Because of the way nations manage their issues 
with each other. World peace is necessary for the development of humanity, culture and all the other things which are necessary for 
human beings. World peace is the actual need for the real growth of humanity today. 
 Peace is liked by all. It is for peace that we pray to God every morning and evening. Peace hath her victories no much less superb 
than battle. It is in peace time that we've got outstanding men, excessive mind and golden deeds. Peace encourages education, trade, 
and industry. Greater than own peace is the peace of the country and nonetheless more is the world peace. This is viable whilst there 
may be no conflict in any nook of the arena. Unfortunately, the world peace was badly disturbed twice. The beast in man was 
uppermost then. The World War I was  fought, as they said, to stop  battle . Its effects  had been  horrible. One third  of the  

population  of world got  killed. At its near  the League of Nations was made  at Geneva. Its goal  became  to test  conflict  in 
future. Hitler and Mussolini threw every code of human morality to wind. But they were defeated in the end. 
 

II. WORLD: PAST TO PRESENT  
After Second World War, to maintain peace and security in the world. The United Nations came into existence. The foremost reason 
of this corporation is to preserve peace and safety in the world. The UN Security Council has primary obligation for peace and 
safety. There is a General Assembly and Security General which plays a critical feature in peace and safety. It is the largest 
corporation which feature everywhere in the globe and specializes in distinct problems everywhere in the globe via its 5 foremost 
organs. General assembly calls upon the member  nations  to settle the dispute with the aid of using  non violent  manner . The 

General Assembly is the primary  policy  making and representative  body  of the United Nations. The Genreal Assembly 
discusses the difficult issues which are being faced by the world the peacekeeping has to win as one of the best tools to assess the 
country's to navigate the difficulties situations because from conflict two pieces the UN has its own is making forces which 
constitutes soldiers from different countries of the world the role of the Indian armed forces soldiers as a part of UN peacekeeping 
forces is great Indian peacekeepers are active in different regions of the world and are conducting exercises like eliminating terror 
groups supplying food and medical aid in the affected area for the people better than many the United Nations has also played a 
major role in anti terrorism the international day of peace is observed 20 September at the UN headquarters the theme of 2019 was 
climate action for peace the changing climate is major concern of the world this is a clear threat to the international security and 
peace example Australian brush bushfire is again somehow a climate change affect which has adversely affected many lives and 
killed millions of animals the day is celebrated to concern the public on issues of global problems, and I'm and to implement the 
actions to counter them according to research by some European scientist the world will be more peaceful place in 2020 50 as war 
has become less and less popular since then second world war and distant will continue because the number of factors. 
The main purposes of the UN are: 
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A. Maintain of international peace and security. 
B. Protect human rights. 
C. Deliver humanitarian aid. 
D. Promote sustainable development 

 
III. CURRENT WORLD SCENARIO 

The current scenario of the world is of little concern as US-Iran tensions rose after the missile attack on army major general Qasem 
Soleimani of Iran by the US. And after a couple of days, Iran replied with air missile on an American base camp in Iraq. And my 
point is that in these tensions Iranian flight was attacked by Iran itself and killed 197 passengers including crew members. After 
investigation, it was found that this was done by Iran as it thought that the flight is of American forces. Such incidence creates a 
possible threat (like World War 3) to the world peace. My question is that who is responsible for murdering those passengers who 
were traveling through that Iranian flight? This is an example but there are a lot of possible destruction which are the results of 
tensions in the world. There are some economic implications to world peace. The too many sanctions and suppression of some 
countries also provoke them to create tensions in the world. This is created by some countries like America etc. which may not be 
said right or wrong. But the ultimate purpose should be to create balance remove threats to peace. The world needs peace. It needs 
culture to flourish. There should be a body that looks for such matters. Some responsible countries which look for humanity first, 
before their own selfish dreams. The world probably needs such responsible countries into the big organization like UN at the 
responsible position. And a new perspective and ideas implementation for world peace. 
A. World Peace in 2021 
B. USA and Taliban in Afghanistan  
On February 29, 2020, the United States and the Taliban signed an agreement in Doha to end the war in Afghanistan. Mullah Abdul 
Ghani Biradar, who was released from a Pakistani prison in 2018 and is a deputy to the Taliban leader Mullah Habibullah 
Akhundzada, signed this pivotal agreement. Suspicious of the settlement till the very end, Biradar signed after Zalmay Khalilzad, 
the U.S. envoy who has committed a few years to look this deal through, lent his signature to the document. U.S. Secretary of State 
Mike Pompeo sat withinside the first row withinside the audience. A big institution of Taliban representatives sat behind, cheering 
at the Biradar-Khalilzad pact. The first set of dangers has to do with the opportunity of worldwide and local terrorism. One of the 4 
guiding concepts stated withinside the joint statement among the USA and the Afghan authorities includes “ensures to save you the 
usage of Afghan soil through any worldwide terrorist agencies or people in opposition to the safety of the USA and its allies.” 
However well-intentioned those phrases would possibly be, there may be little clarity on how those guarantees could be upheld. The 
nexus among the Taliban (mainly the Haqqani institution) and the ISI underscores Pakistan’s growing impact in the country. The 
Taliban control might not continuously see eye to eye with the Pakistani kingdom and the ISI, but the ISI’s have an impact on over 
the Taliban is undeniable. “They are our powerful watchmen” is how one former founding member of the Taliban summarized his 
courting with the ISI. Given the capacity of Taliban illustration in Kabul withinside the close to future, this scenario is certainly 
some distance from snug for India. The 1/3 set of dangers has to do with the continually divided Afghan authorities. While a semi 
united authorities led through Ghani and Abdullah would possibly have supplied India a few alternatives for mitigating the dangers 
noted above, such an arrangement regarded not likely with each facets engaged in a months-lengthy bitter contention whilst violence 
escalated. The current political settlement among Ghani and Abdullah, at the same time as welcomes , does now no longer assure 
political stability. How the Taliban plan to control Afghanistan stays unclear. The future of women seems unsure. Taliban 
spokesman Suhail Shaheen says the organization will recognize the rights of girls and minorities "as consistent with Afghan norms 
and Islamic values". The militants had declared an amnesty throughout Afghanistan and stated it desired girls to sign up for its 
authorities. But there are fears over girls's freedom to work, to get dressed as they choose, or maybe to depart home alone 
beneathneath Taliban rule. France and Islamic radicalism: The French cupboard offered a draft regulation that targets “radical 
Islamism” (despite the fact that the word “Islamist” isn't always a part of the text). Reason in the back of the draft: The Bill comes 
withinside the wake of a chain of terror assaults in current years. Although withinside the pipeline for a few time, it's miles being 
visible as a reaction to the October beheading of schoolteacher Samuel Paty. Once the regulation comes into force, French mosques 
should see expanded surveillance in their activities, inclusive of financing. The authorities could be capable of workout supervision 
over the education of imams, and feature greater powers to close down locations of worship receiving public subsidies in the event 
that they move against “republican principles” as gender equality. There is already a ban on nation employees showing spiritual 
symbols that are “conspicuous”, inclusive of the crucifix or hijab. This ban could now be prolonged beyond authorities bodies to 
any subcontracted public service. 
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C. China and its aggression in the South China Sea and in Ladakh  
South China Sea is an arm of western Pacific Ocean in Southeast Asia. Philippines is making plans to install navy ships to the South 
China Sea to claim the country’s claim over oil deposits in a contested a part of the waterway. Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte 
has been dealing with developing home complaint for his reluctance to confront China over its activities in Philippine-claimed 
waters. Thousands of Chinese and Indian troops had been in a standoff withinside the Ladakh place high withinside the Himalayas 
in early May. After achieving an settlement to de-escalate on June 6, the mutual withdrawal of troops from the Galwan Valley went 
dramatically incorrect on June 15, with Indian military officers reporting clashes that led to twenty deaths. China’s authorities and 
media have now no longer supplied casualty figures for Chinese troops, however unconfirmed Indian media reviews indicated that 
greater than 40 died. Speaking via way of means of phone on June 17, each the Chinese and Indian overseas ministers agreed to 
keep away from moves that would amplify the conflict. In same day, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi emphasised in a TV deal 
with that “India needs peace. But on provocation, India will deliver a befitting reply.” 
 

IV. FUTURE CHALLENGES  
The Taliban back in power is the serious issue as it is backed by China and Pakistan which may become major threats to countries 
like India and European countries. Also, as Pakistan is a nuclear-powered country, the access to these nuclear bombs to Taliban is a 
serious threat. Next is the old revelry between the USA and Russia may lead to alignment of China and Russia against the USA is 
also not healthy for the world peace. 

V. CONCLUSION 
So the conclusion is that we have to unite the world for peace so that no one in the world is suffered by tensions. The new world 
needs powers to be more responsible. The present need of the hour is that world have to fund Unv like bodies so that they can work 
properly without any problems. And each country has its importance in UN so each country must support UN financially to avoid 
dominance of a particular power. As the UN plays major role in peacekeeping of the world. Also major steps should be taken to 
improve education systems of world especially of developing countries like India. Climate change is another concern on which we 
have to think as some negative signs shown by US and Russia not following Paris Climate change deal and their non cooperation in 
effect of climate change. The more responsible world is surely going to be a more peaceful, beautiful and amazing. 
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